USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10409.10

Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=BEGIN MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
CEO_McDowell says:
@ ::still aboard the Empress, finishing up some final "in-route repairs" with her CO::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE USS GENEVA HAS JUST DROPPED OFF THE SS EMPRESS OF THE STARS AND IS NOW PREPARING TO MAKE WAY TOWARDS THE STARFLEET BASE NEAR THE ARGOLIS CLUSTER WITH THE REMNANTS OF THE FEDERATION SEPARATISTS ATTACK SHIPS IN TOW
CTO_Kizlev says:
::is on the bridge at TAC II going over some extended paperwork thanks to his new rank, letting Ensign K'Larn handle the guns for now::
SO_Jakiel says:
::finishes speaking to Captain Mirea about details of her scans and shuts the comm off. Sits back to think::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE CAPTAIN HAS MANAGED TO COME DOWN WITH A BAD CASE OF ANDORIAN FLU LEAVING THE EXECUTIVE OFFICER IN CHARGE, HOWEVER, SINCE HE IS CURRENTLY RELIEVED OF DUTY, COMMAND FALLS ONTO THE NEWLY APPOINTED SECOND OFFICER
CIV_Pierce says:
::Walks incredibly quickly to sickbay::
CEO_McDowell says:
::sitting at the Bridge Engineering station, reading::
XO_Taal says:
::sitting in the Alpine Lounge, having some tea::
CNS_Bauer says:
::On the bridge with Commander Taal. The Captain is out ill so, Taal has the bridge under observation::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::thinks about Shras' flu symptoms, amazed he wasn't the one who caught the bug, given his history of poor childhood health::
CIV_Pierce says:
::Arrives in sickbay and scans the room for the CMO::
CMO_Kimura says:
::calls from her office:: CIV: What are you doing?
CIV_Pierce says:
::Enters the CMO's office and thrusts a medical tricorder to her:: CMO: Scan me!
CMO_Kimura says:
::looks at her quizzitively:: CIV: Um... alright... ::takes the tricorder and scans her::
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: What am I scanning for?
XO_Taal says:
::looking at the stars outside the window::
CTO_Kizlev says:
Self: Hmph! Blast this nonsense. ::tosses his hands up and stands up from his seat, noticing K'Larn unfazed by the emotional outburst::
CNS_Bauer says:
CTO: Ok, Mr. Kizlev could you take the helm, please.
CNS_Bauer says:
SO: and Ensign could you take Ops?
CIV_Pierce says:
::Still tugging at her hair nervously:: CMO: I might have Anzora's Syndrome because I get headaches near Betazed. Ensign Jakiel told me about it. If I have it, I need you to make it go away.
XO_Taal says:
::picks up his tea and takes a sip, only to find his cup empty::
CEO_McDowell says:
::blinks, looks up from his console and over at Kizlev, and then at Bauer... the Bridge's solace having been broken::
XO_Taal says:
::sighs deeply and stands up::
SO_Jakiel says:
::relaxes her mental blocks since the ship's crew is not so tense anymore. Brings up the data on the transports Mirea gave her, then feels Kizlev's outburst and swivels in her chair slightly to look at him::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::stands, blinking and dumbfounded, and spins around to look at Bauer: CNS: Uhh... yes, of course, sir. ::goes over to the helm and logs in::
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: Anzora's Syndrome?
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: Hold on... tell me why you are thinking this/
XO_Taal says:
::heads over to the replicator and recycles his cup::
CNS_Bauer says:
CEO: Have you read the new mission orders?
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
::looks at the helm controls and sighs::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::takes a seat at the helm, wondering when was the last time he sat at such a station, then glances over to see Jakiel's pointed look at him::
EO_Valentine says:
::sleeping under the XO's table in the lounge. Wakes up as she hears something and looks up::
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
::pushes Kizlev:: CTO: Hey, watch it!
CIV_Pierce says:
CMO: I always get headaches when we go to Betazed or when I'm bombarded with telepathic communication. I mentioned this to Lt. Kizlev and Ens. Jakiel while we were having lunch and Anzora's Syndrome came up.
CEO_McDowell says:
::looks over and gives a "no, I've been reading the FNS Funnies" glare:: CNS: Of course, sir.
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE USS GENEVA UNCEREMONIOUSLY HEADS OUT TOWARDS THE STARBASE AT THE ARGOLIS CLUSTER AFTER ALL CREW HAVE RETURNED FROM BEING “OFF-SHIP”
XO_Taal says:
::orders another tea and picks it up from the replicator and sees Mai::
XO_Taal says:
EO: Ahhh!
XO_Taal says:
EO: You... startled me, Mai.
EO_Valentine says:
::yawns and rolls over::
SO_Jakiel says:
::thinks somebody needs to listen to his own advice about 'relaxing', but then starts to wonder what upset him, wishing to bring up what was just on his console::
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
CTO: Aren't you supposed to be somewhere else?
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Where are we?
XO_Taal says:
::bends down to look at Mai::
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: Headaches, huh? How strong is your telepathy?
XO_Taal says:
EO: What are you doing sleeping under the table?
CTO_Kizlev says:
::thinks he fell off the wrong side of the bed today:: FCO: Oops, sorry chief. Wasn't aware you were present. ::grumbles and slowly stalks back over to tactical not wanting to look at more department reports::
EO_Valentine says:
::perks her ears and looks at the XO:: XO: Hi Mr. Vulcan.
CIV_Pierce says:
CMO: Not very.
XO_Taal says:
EO: Uh... Hi, Mai.
XO_Taal says:
::sits down on the floor next to Mai::
CEO_McDowell says:
::snickers when Kizlev tests out the "new organic, user-adaptable" FCO chair::
EO_Valentine says:
XO: You feeling okay, Mr. Vulcan?
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
::grumbles at the CTO::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::stops halfway towards his station seeing ensign K'Larn doing the job just fine, then ponders, not caring who's looking at him::
XO_Taal says:
EO: I am uncertain. Why are you down here?
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: I'm sorry, but I do not know much about telepathic illnesses... let me look it up for a moment... ::turns and goes to a wall console::
EO_Valentine says:
::shrugs:: XO: People don't like Mai.
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
CNS: On course to the Argolis Cluster sir. Holding at warp 5. ::smiles at the cute counselor::
CIV_Pierce says:
::Slumps into the chair and waits::
SO_Jakiel says:
::checks her scans to see where on course they are and to acquaint herself with the Argolis Cluster area, trying to ignore the mood being broadcast from certain individuals on the bridge::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::decides he needs to unwind some more, too much being on his mind and is upset:: CNS: Sir, permission to leave the bridge?
XO_Taal says:
::raises an eyebrow::
XO_Taal says:
EO: What makes you say that?
EO_Valentine says:
::thinks:: XO: You don't like Mai either.
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: ETA to the Argolis Cluster?
CNS_Bauer says:
CTO: Aren't you on duty?
XO_Taal says:
EO: I do not? I was not aware that I did not like you, Mai.
XO_Taal says:
EO: Perhaps, I did not receive the Memo.
EO_Valentine says:
::tilts her head:: XO: Vulcan yells at Mai.
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
::checks her readings:: CNS: ETA is three solar days at present course and speed sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Very good.
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: What do you know about this illness?
CTO_Kizlev says:
::looks at the FCO again, silencing his grumbles, and eyes Bauer once more, looking very fatigued and intense so suddenly:: CNS: I am, however, I can better serve down in the tactical office on deck 4....
XO_Taal says:
EO: Perhaps you can refresh my memory.
XO_Taal says:
::takes a sip of his tea::
SO_Jakiel says:
CNS:  Might I suggest an increase in speed?
CIV_Pierce says:
CMO: Umm.... not much.... do you think I'm just overly paranoid?
EO_Valentine says:
::looks down:: XO: Mai doesn't want to get in trouble. ::scoots out from under the table and stands up::
CNS_Bauer says:
CTO: Very well, I know where to find you.
XO_Taal says:
::stands up::
XO_Taal says:
EO: Mai, I am off duty.
XO_Taal says:
EO: Nothing you say will get you in trouble.
CNS_Bauer says:
SO: I don't want to strain the engines. We are towing 5 ships. Besides what’s the hurry?
CTO_Kizlev says:
::nods:: CNS: Thank you, sir. Ensign K'Larn will continue to assume tactical in my absence. ::stride hurriedly to the TL::
EO_Valentine says:
::shakes her head:: XO: Vulcan will still hate Mai. Vulcans always hate Mai. ::holds out her arm as Kandeldandel lands::
CEO_McDowell says:
::sighs audibly, rubs eyes, goes back to reading the technical specifications and schematics of the Taqra Interstellar Subspace Observation Array.
XO_Taal says:
::sighs::
XO_Taal says:
EO: Well, it is entirely your choice.
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
::pulls up the star charts of the Argolis Cluster and studies the sector::
XO_Taal says:
::sits back down at the table and looks up at Mai::
EO_Valentine says:
::pets her owl::
XO_Taal says:
EO: I do not hate you, Mai.
XO_Taal says:
EO: Mai should trust Vulcan.
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: Maybe...
EO_Valentine says:
XO: Why?
CTO_Kizlev says:
::enters TL and growls out loud:: Computer: Deck 14, now!
SO_Jakiel says:
CNS:  There is none, as long as we do not run into trouble. ::watches the Andorian leave, concerned about him and wondering if it is has to do with his sister::
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: Here... let me scan your para-cortex... sit here, please.
XO_Taal says:
EO: I am incapable of hate.
XO_Taal says:
::shakes his head::
CIV_Pierce says:
::Sighs and sits::
XO_Taal says:
EO: No, that is not true. I can hate. I just rely on logic more.
EO_Valentine says:
::tilts her head:: XO: Vulcan still yells.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::slams a fist against one side of the TL, breathing heavily in fury, then reaches up and pulls off his combadge and glares at it::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE STRAIN ON THE TRACTOR BEAMS HOLDING THE REMNANTS OF FIVE ATTACK SHIPS IS BEGINNING TO TAKE ITS TOLL ON THE BEAM EMMITTERS
CNS_Bauer says:
SO: Has there been any reports to your department as to what if anything was found on the Empress or those 5 ships. A clue maybe as to the Separatists liar, maybe. ::Smiles as he goes into super sleuth mode::
XO_Taal says:
EO: If I have yelled at you, it was probably duty related.
SO_Jakiel says:
CNS:  Sir, the tractor beams are beginning to weaken.
EO_Valentine says:
XO: Mai was just reporting in. No reason to yell. Always just doing job. Mai works really, really hard.
CNS_Bauer says:
CEO: I'm showing stress on the tractor beams can you boost power?
CTO_Kizlev says:
::storms off the TL and marches to his office::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: ONE OF THE EMITTERS ON THE OUTSIDE OF THE HULL REQUIRES IMMEDIATE ATTENTION - VIA A "SPACEWALK"
CNS_Bauer says:
SO: Thank you, I see it.
XO_Taal says:
EO: If I remember correctly, you did not report according to protocol.
CMO_Kimura says:
::scans her head::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::enters his office and pulls up his sister Rezela's note to him yet again, and gazes deeply at it::
XO_Taal says:
EO: If I appeared to be overly harsh, it is because I take duty on board this ship seriously.
CEO_McDowell says:
::attempts a diagnostic, notices one emitter sputtering out::
CNS_Bauer says:
CEO: Mr. McDowell? Report
EO_Valentine says:
::scratches her head:: XO: Mai works really hard. Two shifts every day.
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: Hmmm... Maybe you should see Counselor Bauer about this... He's part Betazoid I hear... or maybe Ens. Jakiel.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::notices some residual encrypted code work still on the document that he missed before::
XO_Taal says:
EO: Yes, I have noticed you have work very hard.
CEO_McDowell says:
::gives another "hang on for two seconds" glare:: CNS: One emitter set is cutting out. We must cut speed. This may need EVA work.
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: Being human, I don't know much, Evelyn...
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Drop to warp 3, please.
CTO_Kizlev says:
Computer: Why was this encrypted data not present in this communiqué before?
CIV_Pierce says:
CMO: Yeah... um... it's about time for me to get to the bridge. Wanna come?
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
::nods:: CNS: Warp 3 aye sir. ::taps the warp controls::
XO_Taal says:
EO: The crew appreciates the work you do, Mai. Vulcan appreciates the work Mai does.
EO_Valentine says:
::shrugs:: XO: It's okay. Vulcan can yell at Mai. Mai doesn't care. ::sighs and turns to walk off::
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Computer>CTO: Insufficient data.
CNS_Bauer says:
CEO: Recommendations?
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: Well, my scans indicate that there is nothing wrong with you.
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: Have you been stressed out lately?
XO_Taal says:
::watches as Mai turns around and turns back to the window::
CEO_McDowell says:
::shakes head:: CNS: The emitter will not hold at warp speed, currently. They need immediate replacement, unless you feel like taking the next few centuries to travel at impulse speed.
CIV_Pierce says:
CMO: Haven't we all? ::Frowns::
CNS_Bauer says:
CEO: Take the personnel you need and keep us posted.
CTO_Kizlev says:
Computer: What do you mean insufficient data!? ::bits his lip:: Never mind that. Re-employ decryption algorithm Kizlev-1A on the remaining coded information.
EO_Valentine says:
::blinks and wipes her eyes, then jogs off::
XO_Taal says:
::sees the stars slow down::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE FAULTY EMMITTERS CONTINUE TO WEAKEN ALLOWING ONE OF THE TOWED ATTACK SHIPS TO SHEAR OFF
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
::listens to the bridge conversations and wonders what the heck is going on::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Drop out of warp, Ensign. One quarter impulse while repairs are underway.
CTO_Kizlev says:
<Computer>CTO: Working... ::takes a minute to finish:: Decryption process complete.
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: Mm. ::nods:: Well, I suggest that you take it easy for a while. Can you block out other peoples thoughts?
CEO_McDowell says:
::startled as the emitter failure warning beeps:: CNS: Well... that ends the debate. Immediate EVA. You might want to send a shuttle to retrieve the lost fighter, while we're out.
XO_Taal says:
::thinks about his current situation::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::stares with wide eyes at the new information from his sister:: Self: A Holodeck program? How did she compress that to such a small file size? ::looks over the parameters of the program::
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
CNS: Aye sir, but if I may recommend that we come to a dead stop? It's going to be difficult to make repairs while we're moving. ::smiles:: Just my humble opinion sir.
CEO_McDowell says:
::gets up, starts walking to the TL... suddenly realizes he needs assistance::
CNS_Bauer says:
CEO: I'll take care of it.
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: I do know that when Betazoids are under stress, their telepathy is heightened and sometimes painful. Like what you are describing to me. In time, it should go away. ::smiles::
CEO_McDowell says:
::turns around... looks at the FCO:: FCO: That'd be awfully nice, come to think of it. I don't like working on a moving platform.
CIV_Pierce says:
CMO: Hopefully.... but if I die, I did bequeath my favorite bucket hat to you.
CNS_Bauer says:
*CTO*: We have a stray Separatist ship. I need you in shuttle to retrieve it. Would you like Ensign Jakiel to assist you?
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: Oh? Really? ::grins::
XO_Taal says:
::a tear rolls down his cheek::
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
::winks at the CEO and motions that perhaps he might mention that to the counselor::
CEO_McDowell says:
::turns back around towards the TL, trying to think of who is available on the Engineering staff:: *EO*: Ms. Valentine... if you're available, meet me in Airlock 3.
EO_Valentine says:
*CEO*: Boss needs Mai?
SO_Jakiel says:
::considers how close to Betazed the Argolis Cluster is and thinks about her grandfather knowing he will be keeping tabs on her whereabouts and wishing she could speak to him::
XO_Taal says:
::with his right hand he touches his cheek and wipes the tear off his face::
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: Thanks, Evelyn! But you can keep it for now. You aren't going to die.
CEO_McDowell says:
::huffs, hoping she's available, despite not having filed any reports or made any contact with the rest of the staff for what seemed like ages::
CIV_Pierce says:
CMO: You'll like it, it's green and great for fishing! ::Chuckles::  Well I'll be off. Do join us if it gets too exciting in here. ::Sarcastically::
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: But when you do... ::smirks and waggles her finger at Evelyn:: I'm coming to collect!
XO_Taal says:
::closes his eyes and tries to focus his mind::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::puts his combadge back on, dismissing his notion to resign his commission, and saves the new data on his computer, locking it away with a priority access code:: *CNS*: Acknowledged. Have Ms. Jakiel meet me at the Aerowing dock. I think that would be the most capable shuttle for the job, sir.
CEO_McDowell says:
::almost startled she responds:: *EO*: Immediate EVA replacement of a tractor emitter crystal assembly.
CEO_McDowell says:
::enters the TL:: Airlock 3.
CMO_Kimura says:
CIV: Oh, never a dull moment in my Sickbay!
CNS_Bauer says:
SO: Did you hear that, Rhianna?
EO_Valentine says:
*CEO*: Oooooooo sounds like fun! ::jogs through the hallways::
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
::makes sure that the Geneva is down to a quarter impulse::
CNS_Bauer says:
SO: The Aerowing dock
CTO_Kizlev says:
::rushes to the TL and rides it to the 'Wing dock::
CIV_Pierce says:
CMO: Right. Uh huh. ::Smirks and departs::
XO_Taal says:
::opens his eyes suddenly and stands up::
EO_Valentine says:
::gives Kandeldandel a quick kiss and sends her off as she hops in the TL::
XO_Taal says:
ALL: AHHH!
CEO_McDowell says:
::moans after he closes the comm channel... internally worries about how she believes delicate repair work is "fun"::
SO_Jakiel says:
::turns:: CNS:  Yes sir, I did. ::shuts down her console and gets up, heading into the turbolift::  *CTO*:  The Aerowing dock, I believe you said?
XO_Taal says:
::throws his cup of tea against the wall across from him::
CNS_Bauer says:
*CMO*: Dr. a team will be doing some repair work outside. Can you have someone monitoring them, please.
XO_Taal says:
::watches as the cup shatters and the tea sprays against the wall::
CMO_Kimura says:
::sits down on a biobed:: Self: Wonder where Taal is... ::touches her combadge::*XO*: Taal. Kazue here. What's this about you being relieved from duty? Is something wrong?
CEO_McDowell says:
*Engineering*: Repair depot crew, please deliver a tractor crystal assembly to Airlock 3 immediately.
CIV_Pierce says:
::Takes a TL to the bridge::
XO_Taal says:
::breathes heavily and looks at his combadge::
CNS_Bauer says:
*XO*: Commander to the bridge, please.
XO_Taal says:
*CMO*: What you have heard is accurate.
CMO_Kimura says:
Self: Oh! *CNS*: Yes, I will.
EO_Valentine says:
<Kandeldandel> ::flies into Sickbay and perches on a biobed::
CTO_Kizlev says:
*SO*: That's right, ensign. Deck 9. I will meet you there.
EO_Valentine says:
::arrives at the airlock and checks her tool belt::
CEO_McDowell says:
::enters Airlock 3, starts suiting up, waiting for Mai::
CMO_Kimura says:
::calls:: Orik: Orik? Check up on the team outside, please.
XO_Taal says:
*CMO*: I have been called to the bridge. I will talk with you later.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::steps off the TL to deck 9 and rushes towards the dock with all haste::
CMO_Kimura says:
<Orik> CMO: Alrighty.
CMO_Kimura says:
*XO*: Oh, alright.
XO_Taal says:
::looks at the tea roll down the wall and shakes his head::
SO_Jakiel says:
::has already directed it to Deck 9 and the doors swish open as Kizlev replies. She steps out briskly, heading to her left::
EO_Valentine says:
::finds her pink EVA suit and slides it on::
XO_Taal says:
*CNS*: Acknowledged, Counselor.
XO_Taal says:
::exits the Alpine Lounge::
CIV_Pierce says:
::Steps onto the bridge and takes her station, mumbling incoherent apologies for her tardiness::
CEO_McDowell says:
::puts on his helmet as the delivery crew rolls in the heavy machinery::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::enters the Aerowing's plush cockpit area and fires up main power and the engines::
EO_Valentine says:
::zips up her suit and pops on her helmet::
XO_Taal says:
::enters the bridge::
EO_Valentine says:
<Kandeldandel> ::hoots softly and looks around::
XO_Taal says:
CNS: You called?
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: AAhhh, Taal. I wanted to talk to you. Please sit.
CEO_McDowell says:
::grabs a hold of the magnetic pallet holding the assembly:: EO: Okay... Let's get this over with. I don't know how well you do on ship hulls, but... just don't look down.
CTO_Kizlev says:
*CNS/FCO*: Bridge, this is Kizlev. Stand by to release docking clamps.
XO_Taal says:
::sits down in his chair::
SO_Jakiel says:
::moves into the shuttle and goes up to the front, immediately augmenting her own shielding around the moody Andorian::
CEO_McDowell says:
::depressurizes, and opens the airlock::
EO_Valentine says:
::Grins:: CEO: Mai loves zero-G....Mai keeps her quarters in Zero-G
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Can you work with Kizlev to bring that thing in?
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
*CTO*: Standing by sir.
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
CNS: Of course sir, no problem.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::looks at Rhianna and grins at her:: SO: Greetings, ensign. Glad you could make it. How are your piloting skills?
CEO_McDowell says:
::suddenly gets a woozy feeling as he sees the stars are still zipping by at impulse speed... stumbles back:: *Bridge*: Bridge, this is McDowell. I thought we were going to be at full-stop for the repair???
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: I was wondering if you would want to resume some of your duties? I never meant to cut you out completely.  
EO_Valentine says:
<Kandeldandel> ::flies over to the replicator and taps the console with her beak, making herself a snack::
SO_Jakiel says:
::raises an eyebrow::  CTO:  Excellent. Would you like me to fly us out there?
CMO_Kimura says:
::hops off the biobed and goes to Orik:: Orik: We're doing repairs out of space dock?
XO_Taal says:
CNS: I fear that allowing me to perform my duties, in a limited fashion, may be too premature at this juncture.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Are you ok? ::Said in hushed tones::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::already transferred helm control to her:: SO: By all means. You don't want to see me pilot anything. It can get....messy. ::chuckles a bit as he powers the warp core::
CMO_Kimura says:
<Orik> CMO: Apparently, Doctor. The ship was beat up pretty bad when those terrorists attacked, you know.
CEO_McDowell says:
::rings again:: *Bridge*: Bridge??? This is McDowell. Full stop please!
EO_Valentine says:
::looks at the CEO::
CIV_Pierce says:
::Hears the CEO over the open channel:: FCO: Chief, we should probably stop the ship.
CTO_Kizlev says:
*FCO*: Alright bridge, we're ready to depart.
XO_Taal says:
CNS: No, Counselor.
EO_Valentine says:
::digs in her pockets and pulls out a Twinkie, tries to eat it, but can't get it through her helmet::
XO_Taal says:
CNS: I fear...
SO_Jakiel says:
::checks in and sees they are cleared to head out::  CTO:  Then it is as well I do the piloting, isn't it. ::smiles wryly::
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
CIV: I agree.
XO_Taal says:
::stands up::
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
CNS: Full stop sir?
CMO_Kimura says:
::nods:: Mm.
XO_Taal says:
CNS: If you will excuse me, Counselor. I have some cleaning to do.
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
*CTO*: Acknowledged, and good luck.
CIV_Pierce says:
*CEO/EO*: Sorry about that Lieutenants... please don't fall off the hull.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: In that case... I have requested of the Med department those test we spoke of. Why don’t you report to Sickbay. We can't talk now I can't leave the bridge. I'll come see you when I can.
CTO_Kizlev says:
SO: For our continued good health, I would say yes. Okay, docking clamps disengaged. It's up to you now.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Senses Taal shouldn't be alone::
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
*CEO*: Stand by.
SO_Jakiel says:
::brings the Aerowing up and begins to glide thru and out into open space::  CTO:  You left rather precipitously from the bridge. ::says as offhandedly as she can::
CTO_Kizlev says:
*FCO*: Roger, bridge. Kizlev out.
CNS_Bauer says:
*CMO*: Please be expecting Commander Taal. I ordered some test for him. Have you seen my request? 
XO_Taal says:
::turns back to the Counselor::
XO_Taal says:
CNS: Yes, Counselor.
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Full stop.
CEO_McDowell says:
::watches the ship finally slow:: *EO*: Alright... Let's go... ::starts hauling the equipment out with him onto the dorsal engineering hull, upside down, near the port warp nacelle "wing"::
SO_Jakiel says:
::glances at the schematics to see the wayward piece of hull, arcing gently around to get in position:: CTO:  You can handle the maneuvering of the piece? See it on your scans?
XO_Taal says:
::exits the bridge onto the turbolift::
CMO_Kimura says:
*CNS*: Aye, sir. Your requests are in and I'll be happy to see him.
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
::wonders why the counselor isn't answering her::
EO_Valentine says:
::trots after the CEO, giggling happily::
CNS_Bauer says:
*CMO*: Thank you. He's on his way.
XO_Taal says:
COMP: Deck 5.
XO_Taal says:
::exits the turbolift on deck 5, and heads for sickbay::
CEO_McDowell says:
::is scared out of his wits, nearly stumbles backwards, losing his magnetic grip, as the Aerowing shuttle zips by... upside down:: *Aerowing*: Whoever's piloting that thing, you could warn the rest of us next time you buzz by!!! ::starts breathing heavily to lower his pulse::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::monitors tactical, locating the stray Separatist hull, not noticing her off hand comment:: SO: Aye, I do. Targeting the tractor emitter...
EO_Valentine says:
::giggles and opens her tricorder::
XO_Taal says:
::enters sickbay::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Give McDowell whatever he needs.
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
CNS: Aye sir. ::brings the Geneva to a full stop finally::
XO_Taal says:
::sees Kazue::
CMO_Kimura says:
::turns around:: XO: Taal. ::smiles::
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
*CEO*: Proceed Mr. McDowell. We have stopped.
SO_Jakiel says:
@ ::keeps them in position to make the maneuvers, compensating for the distortion in space caused by their mother ship::
CNS_Bauer says:
*CMO*: The Commander has just left the bridge. Let me know if he does not show up. Keep a careful eye on him, Doctor and report any concerns.
CEO_McDowell says:
::feels his stomach move as the ship finally finishes slowing:: *FCO*: You're a few seconds too late. My intestinal tract thanks you.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@SO: Target locked, activating tractor beam...now!
XO_Taal says:
::happy to see her::
XO_Taal says:
CMO: Kazue...
XO_Taal says:
CMO: The Counselor asked me to report here.
CMO_Kimura says:
*CNS*: I got him.
CEO_McDowell says:
::finally arrives at the burned emitter, the crystal having been stress-fractured:: *EO*: Okay, Mai, you handle electrical, power, and that. I'll start working on the mechanical interlocks and other hookups.
SO_Jakiel says:
@CTO:  Have you checked our new orders.... about the dysfunction with the data stream? And the area we will be traveling in?
SO_Jakiel says:
@CTO:  Holding position steady.. Looks good so far.
EO_Valentine says:
::looks over her tricorder:: *CEO*: Okie Dokey Boss!
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
*CTO*: Bridge to Kizlev. Have you reached your target?
CIV_Pierce says:
::Monitors the CEO and EO while reading up on deep space data streams::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::feels some inertial shearing as the tractor locks on:: SO: Yes, I am aware of it. See if you can compensate for this gravimetric shearing effect, else I might lose the lock on that hulk of a ship.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Thinks this is no time for me to be playing on the bridge.... Taal needs me::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: How is Kizlev doing?
CMO_Kimura says:
::points to a biobed:: XO: Sit down, Taal...
CTO_Kizlev says:
@*FCO*: We've locked on to the target successfully with the Aerowing's tractor beam. Attempting to bring in within range of Geneva now.
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
CNS: Waiting on his report now sir.
CMO_Kimura says:
XO: Or better yet, come into my office.
CEO_McDowell says:
::slowly kneels down onto the hull, hitting the interlock release control panel::
CMO_Kimura says:
::beckons towards her and goes into her glass box::
XO_Taal says:
::raises an eyebrow and enters Kazue's office::
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
*CTO*: Understood. Bridge out.
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
CNS: Get that sir?
EO_Valentine says:
::opens the panel by the tractor beam and scans it with her tricorder::
SO_Jakiel says:
@::quickly inputs different specifications to compensate and the shearing levels:: CTO: That should help.
CIV_Pierce says:
::Looks over and briefly wonders how the CNS is adjusting to the chair::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Yes, thank you.
SO_Jakiel says:
@ ::moves gently to bring their 'haul' within the range needed::  CTO:  Almost there...
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::nods at the improving changes and looks at Jakiel:: SO: Thanks. Romulan physics courses must be very intensive. I don't even think I would've been able to solve that shearing problem myself.
CMO_Kimura says:
XO: What's wrong, Taal? I'd like to know a little before I start running my tests...
CNS_Bauer says:
::Slouches down in command chair finding it too big for comfort::
EO_Valentine says:
::looks over the readings and thinks::
XO_Taal says:
::Looks down at his feet::
XO_Taal says:
CMO: I have been... experiencing emotions.
CNS_Bauer says:
SELF: Phew!
FCO_CPO_Hewitt says:
::looks back over her shoulder at the counselor:: CNS: You alright sir?
SO_Jakiel says:
@ ::takes a deep breath and lets it out slowly before answering, keeps her eyes on the scans and visuals:: CTO:  All courses are.... most intensive.
CMO_Kimura says:
::walks forward and puts a hand on his shoulder:: XO: Emotions, huh? You don't have to be ashamed of that...
CMO_Kimura says:
XO: But it is hard for a Vulcan, I know...
XO_Taal says:
::looks up at Kazue and starts to feel warmer::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Yes, Ensign. Thank you... it's true what they say, you know.... it is lonely.. in this chair.
SO_Jakiel says:
@ ::alerts engineering and flight to lock the emitter beam back on::  CTO:  The Geneva should be taking over in a few seconds.
CEO_McDowell says:
::pulling at large bolts, letting the magnetic interlocks disengage:: *EO*: How are you coming, Mai? ::looks at his air supply watch::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::notes the seriousness of her voice:: SO: I understand. Bring us in tight formation with Geneva.
Host Bob_SM says:
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